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Abstract
Force-directed approach is one of the most widely used methods in
graph drawing research. There are two main problems with the traditional
force-directed algorithms. First, there is no mature theory to ensure the
convergence of iteration sequence used in the algorithm and further, it is
hard to estimate the rate of convergence even if the convergence is satis-
fied. Second, the running time cost is increased intolerablely in drawing
large- scale graphs, and therefore the advantages of the force-directed ap-
proach are limited in practice. This paper is focused on these problems
and presents a sufficient condition for ensuring the convergence of iter-
ations. We then develop a practical heuristic algorithm for speeding up
the iteration in force-directed approach using a successive over-relaxation
(SOR) strategy. The results of computational tests on the several bench-
mark graph datasets used widely in graph drawing research show that
our algorithm can dramatically improve the performance of force-directed
approach by decreasing both the number of iterations and running time,
and is 1.5 times faster than the latter on average.
keywords: graph drawing, graph layout, successive over-relaxation, force-
directed algorithm
1 Introduction
The visualization of large-scale complex networks paves the way for direct and
further researches on complex networks. Recently, the network visualization
problems, especially the problem of how to lay out networks in the 2-D or even
the 3-D space aesthetically and efficiently have been attracting more and more
interest.
Let’s briefly review the graph drawing or layout of large-scale net graph
first. In the graph theory, networks are defined as graphs consisting of two
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type sets: vertex sets and edge sets (sets of relations between vertices), i.e.
G = (V,E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} is vertex set and E ⊂ V × V denotes the
corresponding edge set. Some type of graphs, like the trees or the forests, have
simple structures, but the others can be complicated, such as the flowcharts, the
graphic representation for the real networks like the internet and so on. Graph
visualization is to represent graphs in a plane (or three-dimensional space) in
the form of picture, with vertices drawn as points and edges as lines connected
with a pair of vertices. A challenging problem of automatic layout of graph is
how, or how efficiently, to draw a graph with good aesthetics, as well as good
structural properties of the original abstract graph.
This paper will show how to obtain the layout of undirected graphs in a
plane (or higher-dimensional space) aesthetically and efficiently. Throughout
this paper, we assume that in the layout, edges can only be drawn as line
segments instead of arcs.
Extensive work on the layout of graphs has been carried out. The earlier
work mainly studied the layout of some specific graph types. Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
focused on the flowchart and some graphs with hierarchical structure, where
the main idea is to arrange the vertices as some regular structures, such as grid
[1, 2], cicle [3], and some parallel lines [5, 4]. The time complexity of the algo-
rithms is Θ(|V |
2
). Eades et al [6] proposed a new graph layout algorithm for the
VLSI problem. In their algorithms, each vertex was imagined as a steel ball and
each edge as a spring connected with both balls; thus the whole network of balls
formed a mechanical system. Given an initial placement of all steel balls, the
free stretching or squeezing of springs adjusts all the balls position dynamically,
leading the ball-spring network to a equilibrium state finally after a sufficiently
long time. This algorithm has Θ(|E|) time complexity. The sparser the edges
in the graph, the more efficient the algorithm. Kamada et al [7, 8] generalized
this spring model by introducing an ideal-distance-between-two-vertices idea
into the model, and transformed the problem of graph layout into a problem of
minimum stress of dynamic system. Fruchterman et al [9] further regarded an
undirected connected graph as a mechanics system. According to a thought sim-
ilar to the spring model, they proposed the so-called force-directed majorization
method. Davidson et al [10], inspired by the very large-scale integrated circuit
problem, developed another optimizing method to address the graph drawing
problem. They considered the vertex distribution, the distance between vertices
and target plane, edge lengths, and the crossover among edges in the design of
the stress (object) function as different weights in simulating-annealing opti-
mization according to different standards for aesthetics. The time complexity
of algorithms of Kamada, Fruchterman, Davidson are all Θ(|E|). Since then
the force-directed majorization, which is trying to minimize a stress function,
has become an active topic in the layout of graph. Cohen discussed the pa-
rameters in the force-directed majorization [11], and Kaufmann et al gave a
detailed review on the methods [12]. On the other hand, Leeuw et al [13] and
Gansner et al [14] found that in the mathematics force-directed majorization
has a similar formula to the stress function in multidimensional scaling (MDS)
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problem, and based on this finding they exchanged algorithms between these
two fields. In the classical MDS fields, Kruskal and Leeuw et al [15, 16, 17] de-
veloped an iterative algorithm and studied its iterative convergence properties
especially the iterative convergence speed under some conditions. Their fruitful
results have laid the foundations for some popular layout algorithms. The force-
directed majorization algorithm proposed by Kamada et al. used a one-by-one
style to update each vertexs position in the target plane. The classical MDS
method instead used a batch mode to update all the vertices in each iteration.
According to these differences, Gansner et al [14] considered the batch-update
mode in the force-directed majorization, and made further speedup by using
math library of linear algebra. In recent years, the focuses are on the following
aspects: the design of the object stress function on the basis of aesthetics rules,
the improvement of the placement of some ad-hoc complex network graph, and
the speedup of the drawing of large-scale graphs. For example, Refs. [18, 19, 20]
discussed a minimizing stress function with some extra restraints, Refs. [21, 22]
employed a genetic algorithm scheme to solve the KK and / or FR problem, and
Ref. [23] improved the layout of a special type of network graph whose vertex
degree obeys the power-law distribution efficiently.
There are still some difficulties in using the force-directed majorization. The
first one is the low performance. Typically when a graph has more than 1000
vertices, both the performance and the aesthetics would decline. The second
difficulty lies in judging whether a given iterated sequence is convergent or not
and if it is convergent, how to estimate the convergence speed theoretically.
Although they can fulfill the conditions of ensuring the iterative convergence
based on a series of hypothetical assumptions, it is hard to say these available
algorithms have the same use value in practice. We will deal with these problem
in this paper, and propose a new condition for ensuring the convergence of iter-
ation for the force-directed layout theoretically and develop a heuristic method
with more practical values based on successive over-relaxation technique to ac-
celerate the computations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 gives a brief in-
troduction to the force- directed layout. Sect. 3 describes a sufficiency condition
which we propose based on the fixed point theory of non-linear system and an es-
timate to the convergence rate. Because this method cannot cover all the cases in
applications, we develop a heuristic method based on successive over-relaxation
technique from practical view to accelerate the iterations in force-directed lay-
out. Sect. 4 discusses this method in detail. Sect. 5 gives some numerical experi-
ments in the benchmark test data sets, as well as the effect on the performance of
some parameters selection. Sect. 6 summarizes the work. The implementation of
the algorithm in this paper and some extra data can be found in supplementary
material available at http://wang.yongxian.googlepages.com/graphdraw.
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2 Force-directed Majorization
We focus on how to layout or draw the graph G in space Rd. Let G = (V,E) be
an undirected graph, and V = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the set of vertices or nodes, and
E be the set of edges. Each vertex i in G can be represented as a vector in Rd,
say, xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xid)
T
. We call matrix X = (xT1 , x
T
2 , . . . , x
T
n )
T ∈ Rn×d
a placement of graph when the elements of X take a specific set of values.
In force-directed majorization a stress minimization procedure is used and the
object stress function is defined as
min f(X) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
wij
(
‖xi − xj‖ − dij
)2
(1)
where ‖·‖ is the norm in the Euclidean space Rd, ‖xi − xj‖ is the real distance
between vertex i and vertex j in the current placement X , and dij is the pre-
defined ideal distance between vertex i and vertex j. The weights wij ≥ 0
represent the contribution to the total stress of vertex pair (i, j). By Eq. (1),
only if every pair of vertices’ real distance equals their ideal distance, does the
object stress reach the minimum value 0. In graph layout applications drawing
the graph in plane means d = 2 and d = 3 in a three-dimensional space. In this
paper we do not assume any such specific d’s value.
To solve optimization problem (1), we firstly introduce a definition of dom-
inant function as follow.
Definition 1 (dominant Function). Assuming a function f : Rn → R and
g : Rn → R, for all x ∈ Rn, we have f(x) ≥ g(x), we call f is a dominant
function of g.
We now give a group of functions of stress function defined in Eq. (1) [14].
Proposition 1. Given any X ∈ Rn×d and Y ∈ Rn×d, define g : Rn×d×Rn×d →
R as
g(X,Y ) = tr(XTLWX)− 2 tr(XTLY Y ) + C (2)
where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix (sum of diagonal elements of the ma-
trix). C =
∑
i<j
wijd
2
ij is a constant. L
W =
(
lWij
)
n×n
and LY =
(
lYij
)
n×n
are both
Laplacian matrices, and their elements are respectively defined as:
lWij =
{
−wij , i 6= j
−
∑
k 6=i l
W
ik , i = j
(3)
lYij =


0, i 6= jyi = yj
−
wijdij
‖yi−yj‖
, i 6= jyi 6= yj
−
∑
k 6=i l
Y
ik, i = j
(4)
We can conclude that g(·, Y ) is a class of dominant functions of f(·) defined by
Eq. (1), that’s to say, f(X) ≤ g(X,Y ); the equality f(X) = g(X,X) is satisfied
if and only if X = Y .
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Proof. By expanding the stress function in Eq. (1) and using Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality, it is easy to get the results. The readers can refer to Ref. [14] for
details of the proof.
Proposition 2. For any given initial placement X(0), define a sequence of
placements as
Y (k+1) = argmin
Y
g(X(k), Y )
X(k+1) = argmin
X
g(X,Y (k+1))
(5)
The object stress function defined in Eq. (1) is non-decreasing in the sequence
of placements
{
X(k)
}
.
Proof. From Proposition 1 we have
f(X) ≤ g(X,Y ), ∀X,Y
f(X) = g(X,X), ∀X
Because of the uniqueness of minimum, we have Y (k+1) = X(k) from Eq. (5), so
X(k+1) = argmin
X
g(X,X(k)) (6)
and the following chain inequalities hold:
f(X(k+1)) ≤ g(X(k+1), X(k)) ≤ g(X(k), X(k)) = f(X(k))
The iterative update process in Eq. (5) (or, equivalently, Eq. (6)) is the main
step of force-directed majorization. The placement X(k+1) in iteration k+1 can
be derived by searching for the minimum value of dominant function g(·, X(k)).
The key point of this method is how to solve Eq. (6) efficiently, and this can be
done by the following algorithm.
Proposition 3. The solution to Eq. (6) can be derived by solving the d linear
algebra equations below
LW
[
X(k+1)
]
j
= LX
(k)
[
X(k)
]
j
, j = 1, 2, . . . , d (7)
where subscript j denotes the vector composed of the j-th column of correspon-
dent matrix.
Proof. As g(X,Y ) is a quadratic form with respect to X , it has a unique mini-
mum on its domain, moreover at the minimum point, we have
LWX = LY Y (8)
showing that the solution of Eq. (6) can be got by solving Eq. (7), and this
concludes the claim.
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In Eq. (8), as the coefficient matrix, LW is a Laplacian of weight matrix
W = (wij)n×n and thus it is a positive semidefinite matrix with rank n− 1. Its
null space is span{a ·1} (1 denotes a vector with all 1 components). Eq. (8) can-
not be solved directly for the singularity of LW , and in classical MDS the Moore-
Penrose inverse matrix is used to denote the solution by X =
[
LW
]+
LY Y .
Computing the solution by this method will make the computations too expen-
sive to apply. Gansner et al [14] presented another method to overcome this
problem. By always taking x1 = 0 and removing the first row and first column
of LW , as well as the first row of vector LY Y , we get a new (n−1)×(n−1) linear
algebra system. The matrix of new system is strictly diagonal dominant and
hence positive definite. Some direct methods (such as Cholesky factorization) or
iterated methods (such as conjugate gradient, Gauss-Seidel iteration, etc) can
be used here efficiently. We outline the process of force-directed majorization
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Force-Directed Majorization for Graph Layout
1 initialize the placement X(0);
2 k ← 0;
3 Repeat;
4 X(k+1) ← H
(
X(k)
)
; ( by solving the Eq. (6) )
5 k ← k + 1;
6 until some termination conditions were satisfied;
Algorithm 2: Succesive Over-Relaxation Algorithm for Graph Layout
1 initialize the placement X(0);
2 k ← 0;
3 Repeat;
4 X(k+1) ← H
(
X(k)
)
; ( by solving the Eq. (6) )
5 X˜(k+1) ← (1 + ω)X(k+1) − ωX(k);
6 if f
(
X˜(k+1)
)
≤ f
(
X(k+1)
)
then
7 X(k+1) ← X˜(k+1);
8 end if
9 k ← k + 1;
10 until some termination conditions were satisfied;
3 Convergence Condition for Force-directed Lay-
out
Although force-directed layout is widely applied, there are still some problems
awaiting to be solved in the basic theory. For example, to ensure the convergence
of iteration what are the conditions to be satisfied by the object function? And
how to estimate the convergence rate? Guo [24] and Zhang [25] have proved the
convergence of iteration in some classes of object functions, independently. In
their cases, the object function should be a second-order differentiable contrac-
tion map. We will present a new sufficient condition for the convergence and
give an estimate for the rate of convergence in this section.
For simplicity of formula and without loss of generality, we assume d = 1
and replace the letters in uppercase X,Y ∈ Rn×d (matrix) with the ones in
lowercase x, y ∈ Rn (vector).
Definition 2. Given a function H : Rn → Rn and the initial point x(0) ∈ Rn,
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a sequence of points
{
x(k)
}
defined by
x(k+1) = H(x(k)) (9)
is called iterated sequence of H, and H is called iteration function.
Definition 3. For given function H : Rn → Rn, we call x∗ a point of attraction
of iteration (9) if there is an open neighborhood S(x∗, ε) = {x : ‖x− x∗‖ < ε}
of x∗ such that, ∀x(0) ∈ S(x∗, ε), the iterated sequence in (9) converges to x∗.
Definition 4. Let H : Rn → Rn. x ∈ Rn be a fixed point of H if H(x) = x.
Theorem 1. Suppose that x∗ is a fixed point of function H : Rn → Rn and
H is Frenchet-differentiable at x∗. Let D denote the differential operator. If
the spectral radius ρ(DH(x∗)) < 1, then (i) x∗ is a point of attraction of iter-
ated sequence (9), and (ii) the convergence rate of the sequence is ρ(DH(x∗)).
Furthermore the convergence is linear if ρ(DH(x∗)) > 0.
Proof. For (i), please refer to Ref. [26] or Ref. [24](Theorem 5). (ii) can be found
in Ref. [27](Chapter 9,10).
Theorem 1 presents a sufficient condition for iteratively solving a non-linear
system and it is required that iteration function has some perfect character. In
force-directed layout, following this conclusion, we introduce the “A-condition”.
below.
(A-condition): Suppose that x∗ is a fixed point of iteration function (6) and
f is second-order differentiable at x∗, while g has second derivatives at (x∗, x∗).
We also assume that the minimum of Eq. (6) exists and is unique in each iter-
ation.
Theorem 2. When “A-condition” is satisfied, force-directed layout algorithm
has a convergence rate 1−λn(x
∗) at x∗, where λn(x
∗) is the minimal eigenvalue
of the generalized eigen-system
D2f(x∗)z = λD11g(x
∗, x∗)z (10)
where D2 and D11 denote second-order derivation operator and second-order
partial derivative operator, respectively.
Proof. By Eq. (6) an implicit iteration function H : x(k+1) = H
(
x(k)
)
is defined,
and under “A-condition” x∗ is a fixed point of H . From Eq. (6) it follows that
D1g(x
(k+1), x(k)) = 0
H ′(x) = − [D11g(x, x)]
−1
D12g(x, x) (11)
Notice that f(x) = g(x, x). Then
D2f(x) = D11g(x, x) +D12g(x, x) (12)
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Combining Eq. (11) with (12), we have
H ′(x) = I − [D11g(x, x)]
−1D2f(x)
From Theorem 1 we can conclude that the iteration in force-directed layout
is convergent and the convergence rate is given by spectral radius ρ(H ′(x∗))
which is the maximal eigenvalue of matrix H ′(x∗), or equivalently, the minimal
eigenvalue of generalized eigen-system (10).
In Theorem 2 a sufficient condition, “A-condition”, is given and the cor-
responding convergence rate is estimated. Compared with the algorithm in
Refs. [24, 25] the condition proposed here is not imposed on iteration function
itself but on stress function and its dominant function, thus making it more fit
for the implicit iteration function cases common in applications.
On the other hand “A-condition” make rigorous demands on the existence of
fixed point, the differentiability of both stress function and its dominant function
at the fixed point. This leads to many difficulties. Therefore, Theorem 2 has
more theoretical meaning than practical value. We will propose a new method
in the Sect. 4 from the practical point of view to accelerate the iteration process
in the force-directed layout.
4 Accelerating Force-Directed Layout Based on
Successive Over-Relaxation
One of the difficulties of iterating method is that it is hard to pre-estimate the
mounts of computations. The low rate of convergence and slow speed often make
a loss of practicality even if the iteration is convergent. So we try to seek some
accelerating methods. Correction and relaxation are two common techniques
in numerical computation field [28]. In correction technique by making a small
adjustment to current point X(k), a new corrected point X˜(k) is derived and
it is closer to the true solution. In relaxation technique the new solution with
higher approximate precision is derived by combining two old iterated solutions
X˜1 and X˜2. We introduce the correction and relaxation techniques into the
iteration relation X(k+1) = H
(
X(k)
)
mentioned in Sect. 2, and combine the
current solution with the one in the next iteration into
X˜(k+1) = (1 + ω)X(k+1) − ωX(k) (13)
where ω ≥ 0 is the relaxation factor. The intuitional meaning of Eq. (13) can
be explained as follows. Although X(k+1) and X(k) are both an approximation
to the true solution X∗, the former is better than the latter for f
(
X(k+1)
)
≤
f
(
X(k)
)
. In Eq. (13) better X(k+1) has been strengthened while the worse X(k)
has been suppressed in order to get an approximation better than these two.
We call this method successive over-relaxation (SOR) and list the process as
Algorithm 2. Apparently the origin algorithm is a special case of successive
over-relaxation method when taking ω = 0.
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In Algorithm 2 we add an SOR accelerating step in lines 5–8 for comparison
with Algorithm 1. In term of algorithm complexity, these new-added steps com-
bine two existing solutions and the computation time can be ignored compared
with solving linear system (line 4). This can also be confirmed in the numerical
experiments in Sect. 5. Lines 6–8 guarantee that combined solution cannot be
deteriorated.
The SOR accelerating has another intuitional explanation. In classical force-
directed layout, some branches of graph usually tend to move toward a specific
direction in the layout plane across several iterations. This movement may be
one among translation, rotation and reflection or their combinations (see supple-
mentary materials available at http://wang.yongxian.googlepages.com/graphdraw).
This phenomenon suggests that each vertexs movement in successive iterations
may not reach its “saturation length and thus has some potential to move a
farther stride. Based on this observation we predict the next position of some
vertices as
X˜(k+1) = X(k+1) + ω
(
X(k+1) −X(k)
)
(14)
This is just the equivalent form of Eq. (13). The parameter of stride factor ω is
used to control the predicted position of the given vertex which locates on the
extension line across both recent points X(k+1) and X(k). When ω = 0, SOR
algorithm will degenerate into the original non-SOR algorithm.
5 Experiments and Discussions
5.1 Data Sets
To evaluate the performance of SOR acceleration, we choose some benchmark
data commonly used in graph drawing as the data sets which cover all kinds
of cases, such as a variety of vertex numbers, different degree distributions of
vertices, weighted edges and unweighted edges, and so on. Two extra net exam-
ples come from real world (railway net of China and protein-protein interaction
network of Cerevisiae Fermentum) are also tested. Because the running time
may be affected by the initial placement, we choose the initial layout randomly
on a unit square in the plane and take every running time reported in this
section as the arithmetic average of 20 runs. We take wij = d
−2
ij in Eq. (1).
The experiment platform is a PC with Pentium 4 CPU, 3.0GHz, 1.5GB main
memory running Microsoft Windows XP (SP2) OS and the program written in
Matlab script is used to implement all algorithms (programs and data set are
available in supplementary material).
5.2 How to Select Relax Factors
In Algortihm 2, different relax factors will have much impact to the performance
of algorithm. We adopt three strategies to evaluate the degree of this impact.
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5.2.1 Fixed Strategy
In fixed strategy we determine the value of relax factor before iteration in Algo-
rithm 2 and never change its value during all iterations. By choosing a variety of
values for relax factor, we evaluate the relax factor’s impact to the performance
and the results on the data set grid-1158 (including 1158 vertices) are reported
in Fig. 1. The curves of iteration vs. stress in each of 80 iterations plotted in
Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) indicate that whatever relax factor, stress function decreases
in SOR version faster than in non-SOR version. To make clear the relation
between convergence rate and the degree of relaxation, the maximum number
of iterations for reaching some given stress value in a variety of relaxation levels
are examined in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(c). showed that SOR version needs less itera-
tions than non-SOR version to reach the same stress value. More precisely, SOR
method is only 40–60 percent or so of non-SOR method in running time. The
bigger the relax factor’s value taken, the more significant the difference is. How-
ever in the case of large relax factor, the “invalid relaxation” frequently occurs,
suggesting that the condition in line 6 of Algorithm 2 is not satisfied. As a result
the speedup of whole optimization process declines as shown in Fig. 1(d). The
reason lies in the fact that only a few of relaxations are required in all iterations
indeed in accelerating the optimization dramatically, and a large stride (i.e. re-
lax factor) farther than expected will lead to a sequence of conservative strides
in successive iterations, thereby resulting in a decline in the total speedup. This
explanation can also be confirmed in following tests.
5.2.2 Enumerating Strategy
In enumerating strategy we seek the best relax factor in k-th iteration by using
an exhausting search method, i.e.:
ω
(k+1)
∗ = argmin
ω∈[0,+∞)
f
(
(1 + ω)X(k+1) − ωX(k)
)
.
For simplicity we search for the optimal relax factor in the discrete candidate
set {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, . . . , 8.5, 9} in the tests. The results (Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)) show
that to reach the same stress value, the number of iteration in enumerating
strategy should be further decreased to only 30–40 percents of that in non-
SOR version. On the other hand, the total running time becomes longer for
checking every candidate value of relax factor in each iteration and this makes
the enumerating strategy unpractical. As an example the relax factors of all
iterations for drawing the graph band-516 are illustrated in Fig. 2. From the
example we have two observations: (i) the optimal relax factors in different
iterations are mainly located in a narrow interval [0.5,2], and (ii) a zigzag curve
appears in the sequence of optimal relax factors; that is, if a big relax factor is
taken in current iteration, the one taken in the next iteration should be smaller.
This zigzag phenomenon is also seen in the fixed strategy previously. There is
no obvious relation between optimal relax factor and the iteration.
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Figure 1: Speedup of SOR algorithm
5.2.3 Probabilistic Strategy
The above discussion shows that fixed strategy can lead to “invalid SOR” cases,
while the speedup is canceled out by extra computations introduced in enu-
merating strategy. Based on this observation, a tradeoff strategy can be taken,
where a priori probabilistic distribution for candidate relax factors is used and a
specific value in each iteration is selected by a roulette randomly. One extreme
case in probabilistic strategy is that the same relax factor is selected in each iter-
ation which degenerates into fixed strategy. And in another extreme case, every
relax factor in each iteration is optimal, which is equivalent to the enumerating
strategy. A comparison of performances for drawing graph band-303 in three
strategies is illustrated in Fig. 3 where relax factors in every strategy fall in the
interval [0.5,2]. From Fig. 3 and Table 1 we could know that every iteration
costs almost the same running time, and the number of iterations to reach the
given stress is moderate compared with fixed strategy. The main advantage of
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probabilistic strategy lies in the fact that it avoids the blindness in choosing
the relax factor in fixed strategy and decrease the time costs in enumerating
strategy, thus giving rise to a good tradeoff between them.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of three strategies
ω = 0: non-SOR method, ω = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2: SOR method
with fixed strategy, enum: SOR method with enumerating strat-
egy, auto: SOR method with probabilistic strategy (a priori
probability distribution P (ω = 0.5) = P (ω = 1.0) = 0.3,
P (ω = 1.5) = P (ω = 2.0) = 0.2).
5.3 Comparison of running time
According to the discussion in the last subsection, we adopt three strategies
(fixed, enumerating and probabilistic) on 9 data sets of graph commonly used
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in literature for graph drawing and test their performance in running time. The
results are shown in Table 1, where a priori probability distribution P (ω =
0.5) = P (ω = 1.0) = 0.3, P (ω = 1.5) = P (ω = 2.0) = 0.2 is used in probabilis-
tic strategy. From test results, it can be shown that SOR method with fixed
strategy or probabilistic strategy can decrease 30%–40% of running time.
5.4 Comparison of Layout Effects
From Algorithm 2 we know that SOR is an accelerating version of Algorithm 1
without changing the flowchart, and the layout results of these two algorithms
should be the same. Notice that translation or rotation of whole placement can
lead to some different layouts apparently. There are two examples: a module of
protein-protein interaction network (unweighted graph) and the railway network
of Chinese mainland (with edges weighted by distance between two connected
vertices), drawn by using the SOR force-directed layout algorithm in Fig. 4.
Compared with the layout by original non-SOR layout algorithm (not shown
here and available in supplementary material), SOR method has almost the
same placement as the non-SOR method regardless of translation or rotation
mentioned above.
(a) PPI network (b) railway net
Figure 4: Graph layouts by SOR force-directed method
6 Conclusion and Further Work
Although the force-directed layout of graph is widely used, some problems still
exist on both theoretical and practical aspects. Theoretically, there is no perfect
way that can at least partly to ensure the convergence and estimate the conver-
gence rate in the iterations of classical force-directed method. And practically
the huge computation costs for large-scale graph, as complex network, have be-
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Table 1: Performance comparison of SOR method and original non-SORmethod
data set #vertices rel err ω = 0 ω = 0.5 ω = 1.0 ω = 1.5 auto enum
band-46 46 1e-06 num of iter 217/100.0% 145/66.8% 136/62.7% 102/47.0% 131/60.4% 104/47.9%
running time 1.716/100.0% 1.721/100.3% 1.607/93.7% 1.212/70.6% 1.553/90.5% 2.852/166.2%
band-62 62 1e-06 num of iter 284/100.0% 190/66.9% 79/27.8% 125/44.0% 76/26.8% 63/22.2%
running time 3.219/100.0% 3.249/100.9% 1.352/42.0% 2.121/65.9% 1.308/40.6% 2.492/77.4%
band-86 86 1e-06 num of iter 188/100.0% 126/67.0% 95/50.5% 82/43.6% 90/47.9% 82/43.6%
running time 3.177/100.0% 3.186/100.3% 2.406/75.7% 2.078/65.4% 2.298/72.4% 4.826/151.9%
band-156 156 1e-05 num of iter 123/100.0% 83/67.5% 63/51.2% 54/43.9% 57/46.3% 57/46.3%
running time 4.844/100.0% 4.886/100.9% 3.704/76.5% 3.189/65.8% 3.359/69.3% 7.781/160.6%
band-303 303 1e-05 num of iter 125/100.0% 84/67.2% 64/51.2% 55/44.0% 58/46.4% 58/46.4%
running time 15.331/100.0% 15.237/99.4% 11.645/76.0% 10.007/65.3% 10.536/68.7% 24.093/157.1%
band-516 516 1e-05 num of iter 211/100.0% 141/66.8% 107/50.7% 92/43.6% 98/46.4% 82/38.9%
running time 65.517/100.0% 64.060/97.8% 48.655/74.3% 41.857/63.9% 44.599/68.1% 84.681/129.3%
grid-1109 1109 1e-04 num of iter 102/100.0% 71/69.6% 55/53.9% 49/48.0% 53/52.0% 48/47.1%
running time 126.963100.0%/ 127.198/100.2% 99.041/78.0% 88.149/69.4% 96.121/75.7% 191.292/150.7%
grid-1158 1158 1e-04 num of iter 154/100.0% 104/67.5% 79/51.3% 66/42.9% 76/49.4% 64/41.6%
running time 214.879/100.0% 213.111/99.2% 161.431/75.1% 135.065/62.9% 154.820/72.0% 290.208/135.1%
net-2305 2305 1e-04 num of iter 57/100.0% 39/68.4% 31/54.4% 27/47.4% 28/49.1% 24/42.1%
running time 301.805/100.0% 306.605/101.6% 246.866/81.8% 215.86371.5%/ 223.505/74.1% 421.256/139.6%
num of iter 100.0% 67.5% 50.4% 44.9% 47.2% 41.8%
running time 100.0% 100.1% 74.8% 66.7% 70.2% 140.9%
The percents in “num of iter” row and “running time” row is the ratio of SOR’s value to non-SOR’s and the running
time is in second(s). Other notations and parameter are the same as in Fig. 3.
come the bottleneck of this method. We try to make improvements in both
aspects. A new sufficient condition to guarantee the convergence of iteration
process has been proposed and its corresponding convergence rate estimated.
Furthermore a practical SOR-based accelerating method for the force-directed
layout has been advanced and the variety of strategies to select the relax factor
is discussed in detail. Numerical experiment shows that the SOR method could
decrease the running time by about 30%–40% on average, thus speeding up the
force-directed layout for graph drawing efficiently.
Further improvements to the work presented in the paper may include:
(1) We can view the relax factor as a stride length factor in Eq. (13) and
can try to use a variety of stride length factors corresponding to the different
vertices, that is to say, ω = (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωn) ∈ R
n such that for each vertex
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, it is relaxed by x˜
(k+1)
i ← x
(k+1)
i + ωi
(
x
(k+1)
i − x
(k)
i
)
.
(2) Speedup of graph layout can facilitate the artistic of layout. For ex-
ample, we can borrow the idea from genetic algorithm and view a placement
as an individual. Initially a group placement is selected randomly and after
a few iterations in SOR method, each initial placement will result in a better
placement. The best placement among them is to be used in the subsequent
process. Furthermore embedding the SOR iterations method into the genetic
algorithm framework may be another good selection if the aesthetics of graph
layout exceeds the speed of graph drawing.
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